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stroke. She had been newly refitted and painted, the fatal 
trip being the first ,of the season. Particularly noticeable 
was her apparatus for fire protection, which proved entirely 
u�eless, so rapid was the progre�s of the flames. 

'The inspection records show that she had on board five 
independent fire pumps, two worked . by s!eam, the other 
three by hand. In connection with these were 700 feet of 
hose, with ten openings for attachment at various parts of 

_ the hoat. These pumps were situated forward, aft, and 
amidshiiJs. In addition to this she had on the hurricane 
deck or roof 50 buckets, eight barrels, and two large tanks, 
all filled with water. Two metal and tw:o wooden lifeboats 
were in their cradles upon the roof and one working boat at 
the stern. One hundred and sixty life preservers had just 
been put in perfect order, and eighty· five floats were hung 
about below, in places easy of access. Her crew list num
bered 44, all told, officers and m{:n, headed by a captain, en
gmeer, and steward of the largest experience. 

The mbral of this disaster would seem to be . that of so 
many other fatal steamer fires:. safety is to be sought not in 
means for putting out fire, but in so cOJlstructing the upper 
works that they will not burn. As at present constructed, of 
light lumber saturated with oil, our " magnificent" steam
boats for river, lake, and Sound service are simply gigantic 
piles of combustibles in the best shape for rapid burning. 
Iron hulls are a step in the right direction, but a very short 
step. For the security of passeug-ers against fire the upper 
works also must be made incombustible. 

.. .. .. 

THE GREAT COllET OF 1882. 
On the 18th of September, a comet of extraordinary bril

liancy suddenly flashed from the sky to the amazement and 
delight of the few fortunate observers whose gaze chanced to 
be directed toward tbe heavens on the eventful day. The 
comet was close to tbe sun, 3° west and a little south w.lien 
first visible. The near proximity of his overpowering light 
had no power to prevent it from being readily seen by ob
servers posses,ed of ordinary visual powers. It was a su
perb object in the full daylight, when the stars were hidden 
in the star depths, developing a well defined nucleus, and a 
tail a minute long, and giving proof of its wondrous propor
tions by daring to assert itself in the near presence of the 
powerful king of day. 

Lord Crawford telegraphed its discovery by European ob
servers to the Harvard University Observatory, and, almost 
simUltaneously, tile news came that Mr. Miller, of Leon, 

taking the liberty of traveling behind the great comet of 1880 
in nearly the same track, and withou.t her.ald or harbinger, 
making its first appearance in full daylight as the great 
cornet of 1882. ' 

Professor Chandler gives an approximate o;)omputation of 
,the �lements of the new comet at Harvard Observatory, on 
the 22d ofSepiember, at 1 o'clock in the morning, Cam
bridge time: 

Time of perihelion passage......... .. ........... 1882, Aug. 30. 5 

Longitude of perihelion .. ......... ... " ...................... 271° 

Longitude of the uode . . . ...... ...
.. ................. .. ... 1730 

Iucliuation of orbit . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  17° 

Periheliou distance. , . .  .. .... .... .. ............. ,27.000,000 miles. 

Commander Sampson, Assistant Superintendent of the 
Naval Observatory, Washington, sends to the astronomers 
of Europe, this computation of the elflments of the new 
comet as embodying the conclusions of the naval astrono
mers-24th of September, Washington mean time: 

Time of perihelion passage ......................... Sept. 17, noon. 
Longitude of perihelion .................... . .......... 57023' S" 
Longitude of node ..... . . .. ..... .. ...... ...... . .. . .. .. 346026' 41" 

Inclination of orbit.,,. ...................... ........ 14�0 11' 40" 
Perihelion distance.... . . . .  . .  • •  \ . ........... ....... . . . . . . .. . '0086 
Closely resembling comet of 1880. 

Lord Crawford sends to the astronomers of America, 
through the Harvard Observatory, the following computa
tion of the elements of the new comet-25th September, 
Greenwich mean time: 

Time of perihelion passage .... , .... : ...... ... Sept. 17, Oh. 37m. 

LongitUde <if perihelion ............ .. .. ................ 4307' 58" 
Longitude of node: ............. .... . . ........... .... 3420 39' 34" 

Inclination ot orbit........... .. . .. .......... ., .... 140° 16' 46" 

Perihelion distance ... . ... . . . ., ............................ '003279 
What can ordinary observers do when doctors disagree? 

A wise philosophy teaches that the work of the astronomers 
of the present generation is to observe and wait. It is only 
observation piled upon observation that will solve the sim
plest problems that now vex the minds of the students of 
astronomy. Nothing is more uncertain and unsatisfactory 
than the attempt to unravel the history of these erratic mem
bers of the material universe that suddenly dart upon our 
vision and as suddenly disappear from view. It is none the 
less certain that they have a mission to fulfill in the grand 
economy of the universe. One of these days, some one will 
find out what this mission is, and the observations made on 
every comet that sweeps the skies will help to bring about 
this much desired result. 

Ie'.'. 

Kansas, had seen the celestial stranger. Other observers THE GREAT COllET IN THE EAST. 

were equally fortunate. There was intense excitement in Those who had the good fortune to see the great comet on 
astronomical circles. The men of Fcience went eagerly to the mornings of Sept. 30 and Oct. 1, when it was brightest, 
work to find out where the erratic visitor Came from, whither enjoyed a spectacle which may not be paralleled in a century. 
it was bound, when it would come back again, and if it The head of the comet then appeared as bright ,as Sirius, and 
we

·
re a newcomer or an old friend returning to take a peep its long brilliant tail streamed across the eastern sky in a 

at the sun and his family of worlds. Meantime, the comet style fairly answering one's ideal of what a comet ought 
traveled on in its resistless course, a million miles a day, lit- to be. Notwithstanding the bright moonlight and the grow
tIe heeding the commotion it had caused among the dwellers ing light of dawn, the comet as a whole rivaled in beauty 
on this small planet. Daily the distance increased between and magnitude the great comet of 1858 (Donati's) seen under 
it and the sun. daily it grew more dim to mortal view, and much more favorable condiiions. 
almost daily in this vicinity was its beaming face hidden by 
the clouds born of the protracted equinoctial storm. It has 
now had its day in our view and has passed on where the 
telescopes in southern latitudeslIlay dimly discern its retreat
ing steps. 

The men of science who make come tic astronomy a spe
cialty have exhausted their resources in attempting to learn 
its history. They have followed its every footstep with 
scientific scrutiny and mathematical precision, and, as is often 
the case, have reached results which are diametrically op
po�ed to each other. They agree, however, on two points, 
that the comet is receding from the sun and also from the 
earth. 

The startling theory advanced by Professor Boss, of the 
Dudley Observatory, Albany, has excited much interest. 
In his view, the comet discovered on the 10th of September 
by Cruls, of Rio Janeiro, is identical with .the new comet, 
and was then near perihelion, which it passed on the 17th. 
The professor believes th'1t in this comet we behold a return 
of the famous comets of 18411 and 1880. He accounts for 
the present short period by the theory that at the two .pre
vious returns, it passed so near the sun as to graze the solar 
atmosphere. thus retarding its flight an d shorteni�g its 
period. According to his supposition, the next period will 
be still shorter, and we may expect the comet's return in 
1884, if not sooner. It will thus keep on, drawing nearer 
and nearer to the sun until, meeting with some obstacle, it 
plunges headlong into his incandescent mass and is seen no 
more forever. This fine theory has the essential drawback 
that it diminishes a cometic period of thirty-seven years into 
one of less than three years. It will not be very generally 
accepted until the year 1884 rolls round and shows the same 
bright comel in full daylight, or u ntil proof of its actual 
plunge into the. sun brings confirmation strong to support 
the hypothesis. 

COl!rlET AS SEEN BY THE EYE, 

The cut herewith represents, as well as an engraving can, 
the general aspect of the comet as sepn with the unaided 
eye, on Monday, Oct. 2: At the earlier dates mentioned, the 
lower line of thl!' mil was perfectly straight. In receding 
from the sun the brightness of the nucleus fell off rapidly, 
so that by the middle of the week it was comparable with 
·that of the second magnitude star Alphard, near the end 
of the comet's tail. 

On the morning of October 5,Ml'. E. E. Barnard, of Nash
ville, Tenn., saw what led him to believe that the nucleus 
of the comet had separated into three unequal fragments, the 
dividing spaces being not less than 2,000 miles wide. The 
entire nucleus appeared to be an elongated bolt, about 
24,000 miles long, with a breadth of 3,000 miles. The 
largest fragment was estimated to have a length of 15,000 
miles . 

Observations made the same morning by Professor Wilson 
at the CinCinnati Observatory agreed substantially with those 
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the end nearest the tail. The tail was about 17° or 18° 
long. The change in the nucleus does not affect the appear
ance of the comet to the Ilaked eye. 

•• 1 ••. 

STORM, FLOOD, AND FROST SIGNALS BY TELEGlIAPH 
AND CANNON. 

. A short time since a correspondent suggested the employ
ment of cannon signals to supplement the telegraph in giv
ing warning of storms, floods, etc., in regions sparsely set
tled. The suggestion was not a novel one, but the time 
seemed favorable for reiterating it. We have since learned 
that in certain tobacco growing regions the plauters have 
arranged to supplement the reports of threatened frosts 
Bent out by the signal bureau, by means of cannon signals to 
warn those at a distance from telegraph stations. The plan 
is likely to prove beneficial and worthy of wide extension. 

In considering the value of a system of gun signals, it 
must be borne in mind that it proposes to fill a wide and im
pO!'tant gap in the existing system of weather service. In 
the first place, the severer and more destructive s torms are 
apt to be of limited range; besides �hey are largely due to 
local conditions which make their prediction'certainly from 
a distance quite impossible. And when they are foreseen 
and preannounced, the information is sent to towns where 
the telegraphic stations are, while the people to be chiefly 
benefited are scattered throughout the adjacent country. 
What is needed is a means of reaching the people as a whole 
instantly and generally, at their homes and in their fields; 
which cau be done most effectually by sound signals . 

In cases of floods, tornadoes, or other sources of sudden 
public peril, sound signals seem to be by far the most rapid 
means of conveying a general warning. 

In this connection it is due to Mr. Augustus Watson, of 
Washington, D. C., to say that if not the first proposer of 
this method of signaling, he has certainly been the most per
sistent .... n urging it. He began to publish articles. on the 
suhject as long ago as 1867; and in 1868, two years before 
the establishment of the weather bureau, he proposed it to 
Congress. Since that time Mr. Watson has made many 
endeavors. to have the plan tried by the Signal Service, but 
withou t success. 

. 

It is a question whether the Signal Service would be able, 
if it were willing, to undertake so vast a service as Mr. Wat
son's plan, adequately carried out, would create. The 
tobacco farmers seem to be pursuing tlle more practical 
course. If the plan works well in their case, it will be laken 
up by other communities for other purposes. The minute 
and special distribution and application of meteorological 
information for local benefit will probably have to be thus 
undertaken everywhere hy the people themselves. The cost 
of local experiments will not be great, and the system. if 
found useful, will naturally increase in scope an'd effiCiency 
until the whole country is covered with its ramifications. 

It is possible that something cheaper and more readily 
handled than cannon might be devised for signaling by 
sound, a species of gigantic fire cracker, for example, or 
cartridges of gun cotton, or the like-should the system 
prove to be of general utility. 

.. I. a • 

TA RDILY RECOGNIZED GENIUS. 

It is commonly said that genius always finds an opportu
nity for its own demonstration. This may be true; but it 
does not always follow that adverse circumstallces may not 
prevent men of genius from doing the work they see ought 
to be done and which they are personally capable of doing. 

A remarkable instance of genius unemployed is casually 
mentioned in the recent British Association address of the 

,eminent. civil engineer, Mr. John Fowler, president of the 
Section of Mechanical Science. Speaking of great achieve
ments in tunnel engineering, Mr. Fowler menti�ns his own 
project for tunneling the silty bed of the Humber, a distance 
of one and a half miles, the lJill for the authorization of 
which was passed by the House of Commons, but rejected 
by the Lords. 

His plan he supposed to be entirely original until a few 
months ago, when, turning the leaves of an old periodical, 
he discovered that it had been substantially anticipated. by a, 
working smith by the name of Johnstone, who proposed it 
in 1823 for the Thames Tunnel, in lieu of the plan adopted 
by BruneI. Of this working smith's plan, Mr. Fowler says, 
after descri bing it: 

"There is not a flaw in the design from beginning to end, 
as modern experience in the sinking of numerous bridge 
piers on precisely the same plan has amply demonstrated. 
It is beyond all doubt that if the design of this working 
smith had been adopted in lieu of that tendered by BruneI 
the Thames Tunnel would have been completed ill a couple 
of years, instead of eighteen years, and at a cost of about 
£300 per yard instead of £1,500. 

"If allot her tunnel be constructed under the Thames, 
which is far from improbable, as the requirements of below
bridge traffic necessitate some such means of communication, 
I venture to predict it will be built in accordance with the 
plan suggested fifty-nine years ago by the working smith, . 
and not on that of BruneI's Thames Tunnel, or of any other 
tunnel yet carried out." 

Professor Chandler, of the Harvard University Observa
tory, an authority aho in matters cometic, takes a different 
. view of our gossamer-tailed viRitor. He does not think that 
the new comet is identical with that of 1880, or that it will re
turn in 1884, or that it will fall into the sun. The Cambridge 
astronomer believes that the new comet travels in a track 
similar to the one of 1880, and that the superh visitor to 
southern climes during that year is far on its way through 
unknown depths of space, not to return during the prl'/sent 
century. In hi$'view , the present comet is entirelyindel'en· 
dent of every other member of the cometic family, simply 

of Mr. BlIrnard. At the Naval Observatory in Washington - 4. I .. 

the light of the nucleus appeared to be unequal in parts, The Basic Iron and Steel Process. 

but so far as observed the light was continuous, from which We learn that an interference has just been declared by 
it was inferred that there had been no split. The nucleus the Patent Office between Jacob Reese and James Bender· 
was described by Professor Frisby as longer than· on previ- son, to determine the question of priority of invention, in re
ous mornings, and slightly more spread out, with a small spect to the broad claim of dephosphorization of iron after 
central condensation about three quarters of its length fi'om .decarbonization by use of basic reagents. 
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